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Hearts 1973
an account of the work and rivalry of two famous cardiac surgeons Michael DeBakey and Denton Cooley of Houston

Hearts 1971

The beginning of cardiac surgery is generally considered to be the successful repair of a wound of the heart that took place on the 7th of September 1896 in Frankfurt am Main. This operation put an end to the widespread belief that nature had set the heart beyond the limits of surgery. The successive development of heart surgery moved together with other advances that were rapidly taking place in various fields of medicine and surgery and which already in the first half of the 20th century had allowed surgical pioneers to successfully correct a number of congenital and acquired heart diseases by adopting closed heart techniques. Undoubtedly the most notable progress in the history of cardiac surgery took place between the second half of the 1950s and the end of the 1960s with the introduction of extra corporeal circulation that allowed surgeons to perform interventions under direct vision within the bloodless heart chambers. This fundamental technological innovation fostered the development of surgical procedures that are still adopted to this day. Among these that must be mentioned are the correction of complex congenital heart diseases, the designing and creation of implantable prosthetic heart valves, the introduction of coronary artery surgery, the repair of severe diseases of the aorta, the commencement of heart transplantation, and the first implantation of an artificial heart. This book narrates these fascinating and sometimes dramatic events as well as detailing some of the greatest pioneers of cardiac surgery.
cardiac cowboys is the dramatic story of five deeply flawed geniuses who together and in competition with each other invented open heart surgery against all conventional medical wisdom and saved millions of lives a decade after world war ii there was still no such thing as open heart surgery and yet half a million americans were dying from heart disease every year one in a hundred children would suffer and die from congenital heart disease as well and doctors did little other than predict their deaths after the first daring operation in 1954 and through the next three decades five heroic surgeons braved the scorn of their peers withstood fierce desperation and faced possible death in order to devise procedures that would save overwhelming numbers of those doomed children and provide hope for a new life to all manner of heart failing individuals devising and mastering heart transplants and bypass surgery they invented artificial heart valves the lifesaving pacemaker and worked toward the holy grail of an artificial heart as their private and professional lives imploded the story of the cardiac cowboys their outsized personalities and often self destructive behavior is a saga more thrilling and exhilarating than fiction
fighting heart disease with machines and devices multiple approaches to building artificial hearts
technological optimism and political support in the early years dispute and disappointment heart
transplantation and total artificial heart implant cases in the 1960s technology and risk nuclear powered
artificial hearts and medical device regulation media spotlight the utah total artificial heart clinical and
commercial rewards ventricular assist devices securing a place therapeutic clout and second generation vads
artificial hearts in the 21st century

**Cardiac Cowboys 2024-02-20**
pioneer heart surgeons and bitter rivals the thoroughly engrossing true story of doctors michael debakey and
denton cooley the new york times book review by 1970 the texas medical center in houston was the leading
heart institute in the world home to the field s two most distinguished surgeons dr michael ellis debakey and
his young and ambitious disciple dr denton arthur cooley their combined mastery in occlusive disease
coronary artery bypass surgery angioplasty and heart transplants was unparalleled for years they worked
across the same operating table focused on and fighting toward the same lifesaving goals but what began as a
personal friendship and a mutually respectful professional partnership soon deteriorated into a jealous and
embittered feud though their discord was a cause célèbre among colleagues it would take award winning
investigative journalist thomas thompson to uncover the stunning betrayals and simmering resentments that
fueled one of the most famous rivalries in the history of medicine weaving the story of debakey and cooley
with the stories of patients suffering life threatening medical conditions thompson paints a fascinating
portrait of the risks and rewards of cutting edge science from devastating tragedies to miraculous breakthroughs hearts is a richly detailed and utterly compelling account of the turmoil and tension behind one of the greatest medical achievements of the twentieth century time

**Artificial Hearts 2018**

an inspiring surprising sometimes shocking and ultimately deeply informative memoir of the high stakes high pressured life of a female heart surgeon dr kathy magliato is one of the few female heart surgeons practicing in the world today she is also a member of an even more exclusive group those surgeons specially trained to perform heart transplants heart matters is the story of the making of a surgeon who is also a wife and mother in this powerful and moving memoir which inspired the nbc series heart beat dr magliato takes us into her highly demanding physically intense male dominated world and shows us how she masterfully works to save patients lives every day while also maintaining balance at home heart matters is also a wake up call to all women about their number one killer heart disease and explains how to avoid becoming a victim magliato offers a vivid behind the scenes view of what really goes on in an operating room and the real life drama that occurs there she shows the passion and commitment between patient and doctor revealing that at the end of a long day it s our hearts that matter most
**Hearts 2016-12-13**

This book provides a comprehensive introduction to artificial hearts summarizing the latest advances in basic technologies design evaluation and management featuring 11 chapters. It discusses the origins of the artificial heart, the mechanisms of heart failure, and the principles of artificial heart technologies. Further, it offers an overview of rotary pumps and volume displacement pumps and addresses total artificial hearts. Lastly, the book covers evaluation, selection, therapy, management, challenges, and the latest innovations. Given its scope, it is a valuable resource for researchers and technicians in the area of biomedical engineering as well as surgeons.

---

**Heart Matters 2011-01-11**

The first book of its kind, a history of organ transplantation examines the evolution of surgical tissue replacement from classical times to the medieval period to the present day. This volume will be useful to undergraduates, graduate students, scholars, surgeons, and the general public. Both western and non-western experiences as well as folk practices are included.
Artificial Hearts 2020-08-27

an inspiring surprising sometimes shocking and ultimately deeply informative memoir of the high stakes high pressured life of a female heart surgeon Dr. Kathy Magliato is one of the few female heart surgeons practicing in the world today she is also a member of an even more exclusive group those surgeons specially trained to perform heart transplants heart matters is the story of the making of a surgeon who is also a wife and mother in this powerful and moving memoir which inspired the NBC series Heart Beat Dr. Magliato takes us into her highly demanding physically intense male dominated world and shows us how she masterfully works to save patients' lives every day while also maintaining balance at home heart matters is also a wake up call to all women about their number one killer heart disease and explains how to avoid becoming a victim Magliato offers a vivid behind the scenes view of what really goes on in an operating room and the real life drama that occurs there she shows the passion and commitment between patient and doctor revealing that at the end of a long day it's our hearts that matter most from the hardcover edition

A History of Organ Transplantation 2012

an important contribution in the burgeoning literature relating to the delivery of medical care and to the broader question of responsible decision making in those social areas where tragic choices have to be made the effort is an excellent example of research into and therapy for an important social process
this groundbreaking book weaves together three important themes it describes major developments in the
diagnosis and treatment of heart disease in the twentieth century explains how the mayo clinic evolved from
a family practice in minnesota into one of the world s leading medical centers and reveals how the invention
of new technologies and procedures promoted specialization among physicians and surgeons caring for the
heart is written for general readers as well as health care professionals historians and policy analysts unlike
traditional institutional or disease focused histories this book places individuals and events in national and
international contexts that emphasize the interplay of medical scientific technological social political and
economic forces that have resulted in contemporary heart care patient stories and media perspectives are
included throughout to help general readers understand the medical and technological developments that are
described the book is a synthetic study but it is written so that readers may pick and choose the chapters of
most interest to them another feature of the book is that readers may follow the stories without looking at the
notes those who are interested in delving deeper into the main topics will find a wealth of carefully chosen
references that offer greater detail and additional perspectives the descriptions and interpretations that fill the
book benefit from the fact that the author has been a practicing cardiologist and medical historian for almost
four decades this is mainly a twentieth century story but it begins earlier before there were physicians who
were identified as cardiologists and at a time when medical specialization was just emerging in america the
final chapter which addresses present day concerns about health care costs counterbalances earlier ones that
might be read as celebrations of new technologies
Catastrophic Diseases 2017-11-30

first multi year cumulation covers six years 1965 70

Bibliography of the History of Medicine 2015-02-03

this collection of essays comes from the international project science and democracy it offers an examination of several controversial issues within and about science of wide ranging social relevance a partial list runs as follows the role of scientific technology in shaping our life the influence of corporations on contemporary medicine grass roots activism and new technologies environmental constraints on economical growth the hiv aids controversy the wakefield trial and the mmr vaccine autism link the organ transplant ideology and business the debate on the terrorist attacks in usa of september 11 2001 the role of whistleblowers in science etc contributions by john baretto bastos filho h bauer m brown mc danhoni neves f fabbi p ghisellini s lang a liversidge c loré m mamone capria r maruotti d mastrangelo s maurano m mazzuco d rasnick s siminovic s ulgiati m walker

Caring for the Heart 1971
heart failure research is a most active area of research in academic industrial and government sponsored research and receives intense clinical attention the recent recognition that inflammation is a risk factor and prognostic factor for heart disease has laid ground for preventive medicine and even anti infective strategies in prevention and treatment of heart failure provides a new perspective on the etiology of cardiac failure covers the latest developments discusses future treatments for heart failure ideal for researchers and clinicians

National Library of Medicine Current Catalog 2013-06-07

Science and the Citizen 2012-12-06

he has been called the greatest surgeon of the 20th century the son of lebanese immigrants michael debakey rose from humble beginnings in a backwater louisiana town to dominate the landscape of modern medicine his contributions to our understanding and treatment of cardiovascular disease in particular were innumerable and epoch making debakey led a life of high drama from the streets of jazz age new orleans and the operating
theaters of pre-war Europe to the battlefields of World War II and the floodwaters of Hurricane Katrina. An advisor to presidents, a health care statesman, and a physician to royalty and commoner alike, he helped build Houston's Texas Medical Center into a jewel of the medical world. Yet DeBakey's own family paid a tremendous cost for his commitment to his fellow man. Buoyed by unique access to primary resources, a time for all things, the life of Michael E. DeBakey is the first to tell the remarkable story of a driven genius who led a scientific and therapeutic revolution in all its dramatic depth.

**Inflammation and Cardiac Diseases 2003**

From an eminent surgeon and historian comes the by turns fascinating and ghastly. The New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice story of surgery's development from the Stone Age to the present day blending meticulous medical research with vivid storytelling. There are not many life events that can be as simultaneously frightening and hopeful as a surgical operation in America. Tens of millions of major surgical procedures are performed annually, yet few of us consider the magnitude of these figures because we have such inherent confidence in surgeons and despite passionate debates about health care and the media's endless fascination with surgery, most of us have no idea how the first surgeons came to be. Because the story of surgery has never been fully told, now Empire of the Scalpel elegantly reveals surgery's fascinating evolution from its early roots in ancient Egypt to its refinement in Europe and rise to scientific dominance in the United States. From the 16th century saga of Andreas Vesalius and his crusade to accurately describe human anatomy while appeasing the conservative clergy who clamored for his burning at the stake to the hard to
believe story of late 19th century surgeons apathy to joseph lister s innovation of antisepsis and how this indifference led to thousands of unnecessary surgical deaths empire of the scalpel is both a global history and a uniquely american tale you ll discover how in the 20th century the us achieved surgical leadership heralded by harvard s joseph murray and his nobel prize winning seemingly impossible feat of transplanting a kidney which ushered in a new era of transplants that continues to make procedures once thought insurmountable into achievable successes today the list of possible operations is almost infinite from knee and hip replacement to heart bypass and transplants to fat reduction and rhinoplasty and rutkow has a raconteur s touch san francisco chronicle as he draws on his five decade career to show us how we got here comprehensive authoritative and captivating empire of the scalpel is a fascinating well rendered story of how the once impossible became a daily reality kirkus reviews starred review

engineering in medicine advances and challenges documents the historical development cutting edge research and future perspectives on applying engineering technology to medical and healthcare challenges the book has 22 chapters under 5 sections cardiovascular engineering neuroengineering cellular and molecular bioengineering medical and biological imaging and medical devices the challenges and future perspectives of engineering in medicine are discussed with novel methodologies that have been implemented in innovative medical device development being described this is an ideal general resource for biomedical engineering
researchers at both universities and in industry as well as for undergraduate and graduate students presents a broad perspective on the state of the art research in applying engineering technology to medical and healthcare challenges that cover cardiovascular engineering neuroengineering cellular and molecular bioengineering medical and biological imaging and medical devices presents the challenges and future perspectives of engineering in medicine written by members of the university of minnesota s prestigious institute of engineering in medicine iem in collaboration with other experts around the world

???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 2019-11-11

the use of human subjects in biomedical research has increased rapidly with scientific discoveries however the failure to achieve the highest or even adequate standards of professional moral concern and behavior is a serious side effect research on human subjects is based on four years of intensive research in which two studies were completed one on a nationally representative sample of biomedical research institutions the second on a sample of 350 researchers who actually used human subjects the authors explore prevalent ethical norms the actual ethical behavior of scientists and the dilemma between the values of humane therapy and scientific discovery they document the inadequate training that biomedical researchers receive in the ethics of research on human subjects not only in medical schools but in post graduate training as well this landmark work makes very specific suggestions for policy change and reform for the biomedical research profession and its employment of human subjects
in 2008 the university of pittsburgh medical centers upmc hoisted its logo atop the u s steel building in downtown pittsburgh symbolically declaring that the era of big steel had been replaced by the era of big medicine for this once industrial city more than 1 200 miles to the south a similar sense of optimism pervaded the public discourse around the relationship between health care and the future of houston s economy while traditional texas industries like oil and natural gas still played a critical role the presence of the massive texas medical center billed as the largest medical complex in the world had helped to rebrand the city as a site for biomedical innovation and ensured its stability during the financial crisis of the mid 2000s taking pittsburgh and houston as case studies the medical metropolis offers the first comparative historical account of how big medicine transformed american cities in the postindustrial era andrew t simpson explores how the hospital civic relationship in which medical centers embraced a business oriented model remade the deindustrialized city into the medical metropolis from the 1940s to the present the changing business of american health care reshaped american cities into sites for cutting edge biomedical and clinical research medical education and innovative health business practices this transformation relied on local policy and economic decisions as well as broad and homogenizing national forces including hmos biotechnology programs and hospital privatization today the medical metropolis is considered by some as a triumph of innovation and revitalization and by others as a symbol of the excesses of capitalism and the inequality still pervading american society
Empire of the Scalpel 2018-11-07

so much to read so little time this brief overview of stiff tells you what you need to know before or after you read mary roach s book crafted and edited with care worth books set the standard for quality and give you the tools you need to be a well informed reader this short summary and analysis of stiff the curious lives of human cadavers by mary roach includes historical context chapter by chapter summaries profiles of the characters and places important quotes fascinating trivia glossary of terms supporting material to enhance your understanding of the original work about stiff the curious lives of human cadavers by mary roach acclaimed journalist mary roach s bestselling book stiff offers an inside look through the weird world of human cadavers this globe spanning story is deeply informative surprisingly funny and occasionally disgusting these superheroes as roach refers to them brave high speed car crashes gunshots decomposition in the sun and other indignities all in the name of advancing science and making life better for the living the summary and analysis in this ebook are intended to complement your reading experience and bring you closer to a great work of nonfiction

Engineering in Medicine 2006

optimize perioperative outcomes with kaplan s cardiac anesthesia dr joel l kaplan and a host of other authorities help you make the best use of the latest techniques and navigate your toughest clinical challenges
whether you are administering anesthesia to cardiac surgery patients or to cardiac patients undergoing non-cardiac surgery you ll have the guidance you need to avoid complications and ensure maximum patient safety. Consult this title on your favorite e-reader, conduct rapid searches, and adjust font sizes for optimal readability compatible with Kindle, Nook, and other popular devices. Update your understanding of cardiovascular and coronary physiology and the latest advances in molecular biology and inflammatory response mechanisms. Master the newest approaches to perioperative assessment and management, including state-of-the-art diagnostic techniques. Tap into the latest knowledge about 2D and 3D transesophageal echocardiography, anesthesia delivery for minimally invasive robotic cardiac surgery, assist devices, and artificial hearts. Cardiac pacing, cardiac resynchronization therapy, ablation techniques, and more. Access the complete contents online at Expert Consult Plus, including additional online-only features such as an ECG atlas, videos demonstrating 2D and 3D TEE techniques in real-time, and an annual year-end highlight from the Journal of Cardiovascular Anesthesia that is posted each February. Clearly visualize techniques with over 800 full-color illustrations.

2018-04-24

during the past few years, cardiac CT (CCT) has acquired an increasingly important role as a noninvasive imaging method that allows assessment of coronary heart disease from both the morphological and the functional standpoint. It is quickly becoming a primary clinical tool for the evaluation and follow-up of various conditions related to the heart and great vessels and is providing valuable insights into the natural history of atherosclerosis. The rapid advances in CCT technology, the advent of new clinical applications, and the
acquisition of data on prognostic value are just some of the reasons for the publication of this new edition of clinical applications of cardiac CT. Little more than 3 years after the first edition appeared, the text has been extensively revised and updated to reflect current knowledge and practice, and the structure and layout of the educational content have also been improved. The imaging targets, semiotics, technique, and clinical applications of CCT are all covered in detail, and in addition, relevant information is provided on epidemiology, clinical assessment, and the role of other diagnostic modalities. This book will prove an invaluable tool for radiologists and cardiologists alike.

**Research on Human Subjects 2019-10-04**

The Lillehei Heart Institute in their funding of illustrator Martin finally I would like to thank my family and friends for their finch who prepared several of the original figures. Gary’s support of my career and their assistance over the years without Williams for his computer expertise and assistance with such encouragement I would not have even dreamed of taking on numerous figures. William Gallagher and Charles Soule who such an ambitious project specifically I would like to thank my made sure the laboratory kept running smoothly while many of wife Marge my three daughters Maria, Jenna, and Hanna my us were busy writing or editing. Dick Bianco for his support of Morn Irene and siblings Mike, Chris, Mark, and Susan for always our lab and this book project. The chairman of the department being there for me on a personal note some of my motivation for of surgery Dr. David Dunn for his support and encouragement working on this project comes from the memory of my father and the biomedical engineering institute at the university of
anthony who succumbed to sudden cardiac death at too early an minnesota headed by dr jeffrey mccullough
who supported age and from the positive encouragement of my uncle tom halicki this project by funding the
cardiovascular physiology interest who is doing well seven years after a heart transplant group most of whose
members contributed chapters paul a laizzo phd preface v blood pressure heart tones and diagnoses
contributors ix george bojanov

The Medical Metropolis 1980

thoroughly updated with all the most recent findings this seventh edition guides you to the latest
understanding of nutrition energy transfer and exercise training and their relationship to human performance
this new edition continues to provide excellent coverage of exercise physiology uniting the topics of energy
expenditure and capacity molecular biology physical conditioning sports nutrition body composition weight
control and more the updated full color art program adds visual appeal and improves understanding of key
topics a companion website includes over 30 animations of key exercise physiology concepts the full text
online a quiz bank references appendices information about microscope technologies a timeline of notable
events in genetics a list of nobel prizes in research related to cell and molecular biology the scientific
contributions of thirteen outstanding female scientists an image bank a brownstone test generator powerpoint
r lecture outlines and image only powerpoint r slides
The Frontier Spirit and Progress 2017-02-07

discusses the history of man's knowledge of the heart early heart surgery and the results possible complications costs and future of heart transplants

Summary and Analysis of Stiff: The Curious Lives of Human Cadavers 2011-04-11

its 1877 and lily has made her way alone for many years her love of books has earned her a place in one of the many frontier theater companies that the railroad has made possible now her company has been engaged to play at the finest new theater in san francisco for an indefinite run of hamlet but lily cannot leave her past behind on the train to san francisco she encounters the railroad detective brand brand is searching for the man who sent a death threat to the head of the southern pacific railroad and that man may be a member of lilys company
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